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Abstract— Different models are used widely used in e-commerce to rate the products on the portal, but the comments are aggregated to 
compute seller reputation. The “All Good Reputation” problem is very prominent in the current e-commerce rating systems. However, these 
scores are universal and it is difficult for potential buyers to buy from trustworthy sellers. In this study, based on comments that buyers’ 
express in the feedback section, this paper proposes CommTrust, for evaluation by mining the feedback comments. The contribution 
include: (1) This paper proposes a multidimensional trust model for computing user feedback comments; (2) This paper also proposes an 
Algorithm for Mining Feedback Comments for Dimension Ratings, Combining techniques of NLP, LDA and PLSA. To the best of our 
knowledge, this study is the pioneer on trust evaluation by mining feedback comments. 

Index Terms— Aspect Mining, Clustering, Commtrust, LDA, Lexcial-LDA, PLSA, SentiWordNet.    

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
N the recent years, there are tremendous improvements in 
various technologies in every field. It is touching every apect 
of human life. One of the major changing trends now-a-days 

is e-commerce. 
Accurate evaluation of products is crucial for the success of 

the e-commerce system. Reputation calculation systems are 
bring used in various e-commerce enterprises. Various meth-
ods are employed to calculate ratings & reputations. At eBay, 
the reputation score for a vendor is calculated based on a 12-
month positive percentage score, out of the total positive and 
negative ratings. 

“All Good Reputation” is a well-reported issue with many e-
commerce systems, were feedbacks are 99% on the positive on 
average. Such strong bias are not helpful to the buyers to se-
lect a right product or vendor. At eBay, the system used is 
called Detailed Seller Ratings (DSRs) [1] on four aspects of 
transactions, item as described, communication, postage time, and 
postage handling charges on a scale of 1 to 5 stars. 

Still strong bias feedback is present. One of the possible 
reason for the lack of negative feedback at e-commerce portal 
is that users leaving negative feedback comments can attract 
retaliatory negative ratings and feedback and damage their 
own reputation thus affecting potential customers. 

Buyers may rate the product positively but they highlight 
some negative aspects of transitions in the feedback text. 
“Postage was a little slow but otherwise, great product. Recommend 
highly.” expresses negative opinion towards the postage but a 
positive opinion to general transaction and product. By ana-
lysing this hidden wealth of information in feedback com-
ments we can uncover buyers’ detailed embedded opinions 
towards the product, hence compute comprehensive reputa-
tion profiles for buyers and sellers.  

This paper proposes a Comment-based Multi-dimensional 
trust model (CommTrust), a multi-dimensional trust evaluation 
model by mining e-commerce feedback comments. With 
CommTrust, comprehensive profiles are computed for sellers 
and vendors, including reputation scores, also overall trust 
scores by combining dimension reputation scores of vendors. 
To the best of my knowledge, CommTrust is the first piece of 
work that computes multi-dimensional trust profiles automat-

ically by mining feedback comments for e-commerce.[1]  
In CommTrust, the study proposes an approach that com-

bines dependency relation analysis, a tool in NLP and Lexi-
con-Based Opinion Mining Techniques to analysis aspect 
opinion from feedback comments and identify their orienta-
tions. This algorithm is called as Lexical-LDA. Unlike conven-
tional methods for text-based documents, clustering is imple-
mented on the dependency relation representations of aspect 
opinion and expressions. As a result Lexical-LDA makes use 
of the structures of aspect and opinion, as well as negation 
defined by relations to achieve more effective clustering of the 
relations. To address the positive bias dimension weights are 
computed directly by aggregating aspect opinion expressions 
rather than regression from overall ratings. The CommTrust 
reputation profiles comprise dimension reputation scores, as 
well as overall trust scores for ranking sellers. CommTrust can 
significantly reduce the strong positive bias comments in e-
commerce reputation systems, and solve the “All Good Reputa-
tion” problem and rank sellers effectively. 

2 RELATED WORK 
2.1 Review Stage 
This falls into three main categories:  
1) Computational approaches to reputation based trust eval-
uation 2) E-Commerce free text comments analysis and 3) As-
pect extraction and summarisation on movie, product reviews 
and other forms of free text.[1] 

2.2 Feedback comment analysis   
There have been studies in the past on analysing feedback 
comments in e-commerce applications, though comprehensive 
trust evaluation and sentiment classification of feedback com-
ments was never their focus. Comments and feedback are 
noisy and therefore analysing them is a challenging. In some 
missing aspect of feedback are deemed negative and models 
built from aspect ratings are used to classify comments into 
positive or negative feedback. In a technique for summarising 
feedback comments, aiming to filter out polite and respectful 
comments that do not provide real feedback. Yue Lu, Universi-
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ty of Illinois focuses on generating “rated aspect summary” 
from eBay feedback comments. Their statistical generative 
model is based regression on the overall transaction.[2] 
  

2.3 Aspect Opinion Extraction 
 The work is related to sentiment analysis and opinion aspect 
mining on feedback documents.  An aspect overview of the 
field is presented. There has been existing work on aspect and 
opinion mining on movie and product reviews.  
In pervious works, common nouns and phrases used frequent-
ly are considered for product reviews and an opinion termi-
nology is developed to identify acclimatization of comments.  
Future proposed to apply expressed knowledge patterns to 
improve the accuracy of aspect extraction of feedback. De-
pendency relation parsing is used to extract aspect for free 
text. However, the existing systems do not group opinion ex-
pressions into clusters. 

3. COMMTRUST: COMMENTS- BASED MULTI 
DIMENSIONAL TRUST EVALUATION 

Feedback comments are viewed as a source where users can 
express their assessment, speculation and conclusion more 
honestly and openly. Analysis of feedback comments on vari-
ous e-commence portals reveals that even if a buyer gives a 
positive rating for product, they might still leave comments of 
mixed opinions regarding different aspects of purchasing. For 
example, a buyer gave a positive rating for a purchase, but left 
the comment: “Bad communication, will not buy again. Super slow 
postage, but item as described.” The buyer has negative opin-
ion towards the communication and postage aspects of the 
purchase, but overall positive feedback towards the purchase. 
This striking aspects dimension of ecommerce transactions. 
Comments-based trust evaluation is therefore multi-
dimensional in nature. 

DEfiNITION 3.1.  
The overall trust score T for a vendor is the weighted collec-
tion of dimension trust scores for the vendor, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The  definition of  trust   in  by  Audun Jøsang, the  trust   
score  on  one of the   dimension for  a  vendor is  the   proba-
bility that   buyers expect   the   seller   to conducting business 
on this dimension convincingly. The  trust   score  for  one  
dimension  can  be  estimated from  the  number of observed 
positive and  negative feedbacks towards that  dimension.  

 

4. MINING FEEDBACK COMMENTS FOR DIMENSION        

WEIGHT. 
This approach is based on the dependency analysis to extract-
ing aspect expressions from the feedback and identifying their 
associated ratings in the relation. This paper proposes an algo-
rithm based on LDA for clustering of expressions into dimen-
sions and computing dimension weights of the clusters. 

 

4.1 Extracting aspect expressions and rating by typed 
dependency analysis 

     The typed dependency relation is a recent tool in NLP help 
us understand the grammatical relationships in a sentence. 
With typed dependency relation parsing, a sentence is repre-
sented as a set of association between pairs of words in the 
form of (head, dependent), where content words are chosen as 
head words, and other related words are chosen as depend on 
the heads. An example of analysing the comment “Super quick 
postage. Product was excellent.  Awesome deal. 5 STAR.” using 
Stanford typed dependency relation parser. The feedback 
comprises four sentences, and the sentence “Super quick post-
age.” is represented as three dependency relations. Postage 
does not depend on any word and is at root level. The adjec-
tive modifier relations amod (postage -3, super 1) and amod 
(postage -3, quick 2) indicate that super modifies postage and 
quick modifies postage.  
     The number following each word (e.g., postage -3) indicates 
the position of this word in a sentence. Words are also anno-
tated with their POS tags such as Verb (VB), Noun (NN), Ad-
jective (JJ) and Adverb (RB). If a comment expresses opinion 
towards any aspect then the dimension words and the delib-
eration words should form some dependency relation. It has 
been studied that phrases formed by adjectives, nouns, verbs 
and adverbs express perspicacity. Among the dependency 
relations expressing semantic relationships, we select the rela-
tions that express the modifying relation between adjectives, 
nouns, adverbs and verbs as determined by the dependency 
relation expression parser. It is observed that with the modify-
ing relations mostly the noun or verb indicate the destination   
concept   under consideration whereas the adjective   or ad-
verb indicate opinion or aspects towards the destination con-
cept. The modifying relations thus can be denoted as 
(modifier, head) pairs. Dependency  relations adjective  
modifier amod (NN,  JJ) and  normal subjects  nsubj (JJ, NN)  
suggest the  (modifier, head)  pairs  along with the (super, 
quick, postage),  (great, product) and  (great, deal). We call 
these (modifier, head) pairs dimension expressions. 
     Ratings   from dimension interpretation towards the head 
terms are recognized by identifying the former polarity of the 
modifier terms   by SentiWordNet, lexical resource for opinion 
mining. The former polarities of terms in SentiWordNet in-
clude neutral, negative and positive analysis, which corre-
sponds to the ratings of 0,-1, and +1. Negations of dimension 
expressions are identified by the Neg() relation of the depend-
ency relation parser. 
 
 
 

4.2 Clustering Dimension Expressions and Aspects   
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Into Dimensions 
This study steers Lexical-LDA, to cluster side expressions 

into semantically logical division referred to as dimensions. 
Completely different from pattern input, Lexical-LDA makes 
use of flat lexical data of dependency relations for topic mod-
elling to attain simpler clump of feedback comments. The 
study makes use of 2 classes of lexical data to supervise clump 
dimension expressions into dimensions to yield relevant clus-
ters. 

•Comments area unit short and so co-occurrence of head 
terms in comments is not very informative. We tend to instead 
use the concurrency of dimension expressions with reference 
to a same modifier across feedback that doubtless will offer 
additional substantive background for dimension expressions. 

•We study that it is very rare that an equivalent dimension 
of e-commerce transactions is commented quite once. It is not 
possible that the size expressions computed from an equiva-
lent comment are regarding an equivalent topic. With less lex-
ical data of dependency relation illustration for dimension 
expressions, the cluster downside is outlined beneath model-
ling as follows:  
The dimension expressions for a same modifier term or nega-
tion of a modifier term are generated by topic distribution and 
every topic is generated successively by a distribution of head 
terms. This production permits to create use of the structured 
dependency relation representations from the dependency 
relation computer programme for cluster. Input to Lexical-
LDA are dependency relations for dimension expressions 
within the kind of (modifier, head) pairs or their negations, 
like (fast, postage) or (bad, vendor). 

5. MINING FEEDBACK COMMENTS FOR DIMENSION 
RATINGS AND WEIGHTS 

For clustering aspect expressions into semantically coherent 
categories, we propose the lexical LDA algorithm, which we 
call it as Dimension. To achieve effective clustering, we use 
shallow lexical knowledge of dependency relation for topic 
modelling using lexical LDA. Here, we use conventional topic 
modelling approach which takes the document as an input in 
terms of matrix form. There are two types of lexical 
knowledge, which is used to supervise clustering dimension 
expressions into dimension to produce meaningful clusters. 
The head terms in comment does not inform anything to the 
user, as comments are short. Instead using the co-occurrence 
of dimension expression with respect to the same modifier 
across comments. It is unlikely that the dimension expressions 
extracted from the same comment are about the same topic. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
There are many e-commernce web portals with “All Good Rep-
utation” problem. For sellers to be trust worthy, the ranking 
should be effective and should have high reputation scores. 
All the buyers may give high feedback rating on transaction 
but in their text feedback comments, they express their nega-
tive opinions. Hence, we have proposed an effective algorithm 
to compute dimension weight and trust scores automatically 

via extracting opinion expression from feedback comments 
and clustering them into dimensions 
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